®

S.I.T. system®

Smart Moto Accessories

S.I.T.® system compared to other similar articles available on the market

Eliminates the risk of falling during
acceleration
Eliminates the risk of falling when riding
over bumpy roads
Restrains the passenger riding pillion sitting
closes behind you
Inactivation of the device in case of rider falling
Freedom of movement of passenger

_

Ease of implementation

_

_

_

Facilty of use
Adjustment for the passenger

_

Rider comfort
Dimension / Storage

_

Ergonomics
Removable

_

_

Economic

_

_

Scooter

_

Motorcycle
Quad
Side-car
Response to the requirement
Partial response function of the morphology and attention of the rider and passenger, vehicle design, ….
PAN BELT /SPYDER BELT is accessory that is not Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) or retention device as defined in the guidelines and regulations in the EEC. .

Movie demonstration on www.veector.fr

®

Smart Moto Accessories

 PAN-BELT / SPYDER-BELT are patented apparatuses designed to secure passengers on motorcycles where the passenger is positioned behind the

rider. These devices inactivate naturally should the rider fall from his or her machine.
 Using PAN-BELT / SPYDER-BELT does not excuse users from compliance with regulations, codes and texts in force in the EEC and in any country
where the transportation of passengers on motorcycles is approved. The company Veector cannot be held responsible for non-compliance with these
obligations by users.
 Using PAN-BELT / SPYDER-BELT implies respect for the range of use as illustrated . The company Veector will not be held responsible for users failing
to follow the instructions for the use for which the apparatuses have been designed, nor for the modification of components nor the modification of the
initial configuration of the said apparatuses.
 PAN BELT / SPYDER-BELT are accessories that do not constitute Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) no o they constitute a Retention Devices as
defined in the guidelines and regulations in the EEC. Therefore, no requirement of registration or compliance is applicable to date .

Operating Instructions
PAN-BELT : See photos in the illustration
1 - Position and adjust the belt around the waist of the passenger due to be riding pillion before he or she mounts the vehicle.
2 - Place the large leaf-like part of the PAN-BELT on the rider’s seat . IMPORTANT: This should be positioned with the rough side facing down on the seat. The Velcro of
the “leaf” should be visible when the rider is eventually seated.
3 - The rider should be seated on this “leaf” in such a way as to maximize the surface of those parts of the rider’s body in contact with the “leaf” (buttocks, inner
thighs and lower back).
4 - The passenger may now be installed on the pillion seat.
5 – The passenger should now position the belt around his or her waist fastening it with the quick lock buckle. IMPORTANT: Make sure that the quick lock buckle is
securely locked. If necessary release some length of strap retention - which slides into the “leaf” - to facilitate this operation. To do this, unlock the strap on the
Velcro of the “leaf”.
6 - Once installed, adjust the length of the retention strap so that the strap tension may be felt in the lower back. IMPORTANT: Be sure to have properly relocked the
strap on the Velcro of the “leaf”.
N.B. For child passengers, steps 4 and 5 may be carried out prior to step 2.
SPYDER-BELT : See photos in the illustration
Previously detach the harness from the retention strap.
1 - Position and adjust the harness of the passenger using the strap buckle. IMPORTANT: For maximum efficiency, the harness should be adjusted as much as is possible to the body of the passenger. Keep the mounting configuration of loop settings.
2 - Place the “leaf” of the SPYDER-BELT on the rider's seat with the retention strap equipped with quick clip buckle leading to the passenger seat. IMPORTANT: The
“leaf” should be installed with the rough side facing down on the seat. The Velcro of the “leaf” must be visible when one is seated.
3 - The rider should be seated on this “leaf” in such a way as to maximize the surface of those parts of the body in contact with the “leaf” (buttocks, inner thighs and
lower back)
4 - The passenger may now be installed.
5 - The passenger connects himself or herself to the retention strap using the quick lock buckle. IMPORTANT: Make sure the quick lock buckle is locked securely.
6 - Once installed, adjust the length of the retention strap in order that the strap tension may be felt in the lower back. IMPORTANT: Be sure to lock securely the strap
on the Velcro of the “leaf”. The passenger can also adjust the length of the retention strap using the adjustment on the quick clip buckle.
N.B. For child passengers, steps 4 and 5 may be performed prior to step 2
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PAN BELT / SPYDER BELT are accessories that do not constitute Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) nor do they constitute a Retention Device as defined in the guidelines and regulations in the EEC. .

Filmed demonstration on www.veector.fr

